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The Face of Victory?
A Misidentified Head in Rome
and the “Problem” of Charioteer Portraits
Sinclair Bell *

I am Scorpus, the glory of the clamorous circus,
Your applause, Rome, and brief darling.
Envious Lachesis snatched me away ere my thirtieth year,
But, counting my victories, believed me an old man.
									
Martial, Epigrams, 10.531

S

ince its publication some twenty years ago, John Humphrey’s monograph has assumed a central place in
the study of circus iconography. While not a work of art history proper, Humphrey’s study relies heavily
upon visual evidence in reconstructing the contexts in which chariot racing took place. The importance of
iconography to his project is clearly reflected by the way in which art historians continue to draw upon it in their own
research2, whether in studies of new (or rediscovered) works3, typological analyses4, or works of synthesis5. However,
because Humphrey’s focus is on sites, the artworks discussed by him tend to be narrative depictions: that is, scenes of the
circus at large (the subject of Bettina Bergmann’s contribution here) rather than depictions of its individual actors. This
chapter seeks to make a small contribution to the study of the latter type of imagery; in particular, a corpus of artworks
that commemorate patrons who, although once highly visible in Roman society, remain surprisingly understudied and misunderstood today: portraits of charioteers6.
This chapter will consider these works by focusing upon a single, problematic example, a head now in Rome that has
long been identified as a “fanciullo auriga”. The first part of this chapter briefly surveys the sources of evidence for the study
of child and adult charioteer portraits and statuary, and exposes some of the shared assumptions that have underwritten the
misidentification of these works in the past. The following section reviews the scholarship on the head in Rome, including
the original argument for its identification and the influence that this has had upon subsequent scholarship. The final part
demonstrates how the weight of the evidence suggests that the head does not represent a Roman charioteer but rather an
ideal figure (not a portrait), most likely a Greek athlete.

*
I would like to thank the organisers for their invitation to speak at the conference and to the CNRS for funding that participation.
For their helpful comments on an earlier draft, I would like to thank Glenys Davies, Mark Golden, Francesca Tronchin and especially Sean
Hemingway. Translations are taken from the Loeb Classical Library unless otherwise indicated.
1. Ille ego sum Scorpus, clamosi gloria Circi / plausus, Roma, tui deliciaeque breues, / inuida quem Lachesis raptum trieteride nona, /
dum numerat palmas, credidit esse senem (trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey). See now Ciappi 2001 on this and related passages.
2. The bibliography listed in the following is not comprehensive, but represents a sampling of work related to circus imagery that has
appeared since the publication of Humphrey’s monograph (1986). In addition, see the contributions by Bergmann, Landes and Marchet in this
volume.
3. Moltesen 1990; Deyts 1997-1999; Rönke 2000; Padgett 2001, 52-55 n° 12 with figs. [B. De Maria]; Bell 2003a; Chamay et al. 2007; Bell
forthcoming a.
4. Coins: Pennestrí 1989; Klose and Stumpf 1996 (various entries). Medallions: Perassi 1993; Sande 1999. Jewellery: Rönke 2002.
Metalwork: Simonetta 1999. Glasswork: Deroy 1988, 1989; Foy & Piton 1997; Sennequier et al. 1998. Diptychs: Olovsdotter 2005. Graffiti:
Langner 2001 (various entries). Game boards: Dilke 1996; Purcell 2006; Rieche 2006. Mosaics: Lancha & Beloto 1994; Lancha 1999; Rossiter 2001;
Monteagudo 2002, 259 ff., figs. 8-9; Thuillier 2003. Wall-paintings: Bacchielli 1993, 87ff., fig. 11; Blum 2002, 39 n° 28; Liedtke 2003, 70 n° 20.1, pl.
15. Reliefs: Rönke 1987 (various entries); Hellström 1989; Horsmann 1999; D’Ambra 2002, 237 ff., fig. 8. Sarcophagi: Schauenburg 1995; Huskinson
1996; Turcan 1997; Dimas 1998; Schauenburg 1999; Turcan 1999; Herklotz 2006; D’Ambra 2007. Statues: Norman & Haeckl 1993; Veyne et al. 1995;
Thuillier 1999b. Statuettes: Thomas 2001. See also the chapters in Landes 1990 and Le Cirque Romain 1990.
5. Talamo 1988; Stupperich 1989; Davies 1990; Junkelmann 1990; Landes 1990; Le Cirque Romain 1990; Meischner 1995; Darder Lissón
1996; Salzmann 1998 [1999]; Bergmann & Kondoleon 1999; Granino Cecere 1999-2000; Iopollo & Sartorio 1999; Thuillier 1999a; Curran 2000;
Rumscheid 2000; Künzl & Koppel 2002; Ludi Romani 2002; Nelis-Clément 2002; La Regina 2003; Bell 2006; Green forthcoming.
6. Balty forthcoming is the only synthetic study of these works, but it remains unpublished after more than a decade and a half; Bell
forthcoming b attempts to fill that gap. See also the literature on individual portraits given below.

– Le cirque romain et son image, p. 393 à 411
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Children

as

Charioteers

Depictions of children and youth in the guise of charioteers represent a curious problem for Roman art historians
and social historians alike. The largest corpus of extant circus-related images consists of children’s sarcophagi, of which
more than one hundred examples exist7. On the front panels of these funerary monuments, fantasy and realism blend
seamlessly: children are depicted racing chariots in the monument-filled setting of a Roman arena, realistically modelled
after the Circus Maximus, while at the same time most of these figures are depicted naked with wings, indicating that the
scenes are not intended to be read as straightforward accounts of activities in which children actually engaged. Instead,
they belong to the genre of scenes with Erotes whose activities here, as in other spheres (e.g. hunting, vintaging), playfully
mimic those of adults.
But on a small number of sarcophagi and funerary reliefs, images of children and adolescents (not Erotes) are shown
dressed in the gear appropriate to charioteers8. For instance, a marble fragment, probably from a sarcophagus, depicts
an adolescent standing in his chariot and wearing the characteristic helmet of an auriga (fig. 1)9. Just past the ouarium
(the lap counter) and close to reaching the metae (the turning posts to the right), the youth looks backward to check the
progress of his competitors. In addition to images such as this, literary and epigraphic sources inform us (or allow us to infer)
that it was customary for budding charioteers to begin their racing careers at an early age, most as teenagers or younger.
For instance, the auriga Sex. Vistilius Helenus died at age thirteen after having just been recruited by and transferred to
the Blues, who clearly saw the promise of this “florens puer”10. The inscription on a funerary altar set up for 22 year-old

||Fig. 1. Fragment of a sarcophagus depicting a youth dressed as a

charioteer. Phoebe Apperson Hearst Museum of Anthropology, Berkeley,
Inv. nr. 8.3431 (Photo: T. Babeneau. Courtesy of the Phoebe Apperson
Hearst Museum of Anthropology and the Regents of the University of
California).

7. These include both intact chests and, in much greater number, fragments; see the catalogue in Schauenburg 1995, 61 ff. On their
interpretation, see Schauenburg 1995, 43-48, 56-58; Dimas 1998, 52-58, 132-152; and D’Ambra 2007 (my thanks to the author for sharing a copy
of her work pre-publication).
8. Sarcophagi: Schauenburg 1995, 62 n° 9, 72 n° 46, 77 n° 78, 85 n° 104. Reliefs: Bell 2004, 1:159–67; 2:33 ff. n° 6.5-6.7.
9. Schauenburg 1995, 85 n° 104.
10. AE, 2001, 268; on his epigraph, see. On his epitaph see Thuillier 2004. One now-lost funerary relief commemorates a bigarius
infans: “I, Florus, the child with the two-horse chariot, lie here. In my premature desire for a chariot, I prematurely fell to my death. Ianuarius
to his most sweet foster-son” (FLORVS EGO HIC IACEO / BIGARIVS INFANS QVI CITO / DVM CVPIO CVRRVS CITO DECIDI AD VMBR[AS]
/ IANVARIVS ALVMNO DVLCISSIMO = CIL, VI, 10078, trans. W. Stenhouse; see Stenhouse 2002, 107 n° 50, with illustration). In her study of
funerary inscriptions for children, King 1997 customarily treats infans as referring to a child aged four years or younger. However, in the case of
the inscription for Florus, she argues that it must refer to a child between the ages of four and seven since alumnus is a term rarely applied to a
child younger than four and, moreover, bigarius infans implies a child old enough to be able to control a mini-chariot.
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Crescens, a charioteer of Mauretanian descent, similarly records how he began his racing
career at age thirteen11. Given that he was already a quadrigarius (or full competitor) at
that age12, it is logical to assume that he (like Helenus) began training and competing
several years prior13. Similarly, “short-lived” Flavius Scorpus must also have started his
career quite young in order to rack up such an impressive number of victories –2,048, the
second highest figure known for a charioteer14– by the age of 27. Given the suggestion
of the literary and epigraphic sources, we must question the longstanding and seemingly
clear-cut interpretation of depictions of child and teenage charioteers as pure fantasy15.
For when we compare these realistic works (and their textual analogues) to the scenes
of Erotes in most depictions, we are compelled to ask whether the former represent
nothing more than artistic whimsy or whether they in fact document actual youths who
were in training as charioteers.
The single most suggestive piece of evidence related to this question is a
fragmentary marble head discovered in 1880 on the Esquiline hill (in the area of the
Horti Lamiani and Horti of Maecenas) and currently exhibited at the Musei Capitolini alla
Centrale Montemartini in Rome (fig. 2)16. The subject is a youth with curly hair framed by
a tight-fitting cap. More than a century ago Ersilia Caetanni Lovatelli identified the head
as a portrait of a “fanciullo auriga” on the basis of the style of his cap, facial expression
and (probable) ethnicity17. She argued that this “portrait” was the visual equivalent to
the funerary inscription of the charioteer Crescens, who was similarly both a boy and
a foreigner when he began racing. Lovatelli’s identification has met with widespread
acceptance in the scholarship, and the head is currently displayed in the museum as a
“boy charioteer”18. As Caetanni Lovatelli herself noted, the Montemartini head is a very
rare work19, the only life-size portrait of a boy charioteer known in Roman art20. Yet
despite its uniqueness, the head did not give Caetanni Lovatelli (or many later scholars)
pause to question the accuracy of its identification21. This is undoubtedly in large part
because charioteer portraits were, and remain, unstudied as a corpus.

||Fig. 2. Head of a youth, said to be a charioteer.
Rome, Musei Capitolini alla Centrale
Montemartini, Sala Macchine II.41 (Bildarchiv
Foto Marburg, Archivnr. B 10.206/01).

11. CIL, VI, 10050 = ILS, 5285: CRESCENS AGIT / FACTIONIS VEN / NATIONE MAVRVS / ANNORVM XXII / QVADRIGA PRIMVM / VICIT
L VIPSTANIO / MESSALLA COS NATALE / DIVI NERVAE MISS XXIIII / EQVIS HIS CIRCIO ACCEP / TORE DELICATO COTYNO / EX MESSALLA
IN GLABRI / ONEM COS IN NATALE / DIVI CLAVDI MISS OST / DCLXXXVI VICIT XXXXVII / INTER SING VIC XIX BINAR / XXIII TERN V
PRAEMISSI / OCCVP VIII ERIPVIT XXXVIII / SECVND TVLIT CXXX TERT CXI / QVAEST RET HS XV LVIII / CCC XXXX VI.
12. These differences in status were indicated in the categorisation of the charioteer as either an agitator (i.e. a driver of quadrigae) or
an auriga (i.e. a bigarius); see further Thuillier 1987 and 2004, and Nelis-Clément 2002.
13. Thuillier 2004, 313.
14. Scorpus’ winnings: CIL, VI, 10052 = ILS, 5289.
15. Koortbojian 2004, for instance, does not consider the imagery (or, by extension, the inscription) on Florus’ relief (see above, n. 5) to
have anecdotal value since he assumes that children would not race chariots. Rather, he believes that “since such imagery in the case of a child
might be considered less realistic than in the case of an adult, who might well have been a charioteer, such a monument provides contemporary
evidence that strongly suggests such ‘real-life’ images as the chariot race might be employed symbolically” (my emphasis). But the iconographic
and epigraphic evidence discussed here suggests that the depiction of children and teens may indeed have resonated with the “real-life” situation
in Roman society. Furthermore, it suggests that we need not necessarily take recourse to symbolist explanations, which largely lack the support
of ancient sources; see further Bell 2003b.
16. Sala Macchine II.41. Inv. nr. 872. Formerly displayed in the Musei Capitolini, Palazzo dei Conservatori, Sala delle Aquile, inv. MC 872,
where this photograph (fig. 2) was taken.
17. Caetanni Lovatelli 1880.
18. Caetanni Lovatelli 1880 and 1889, iii ff., pl. XI; Bocconi 1914, 135 n° 84; Stuart Jones 1926, 122–23 n° 84, pl. 43; Helbig4 1963, 2,
289 n° 1463 (H. von Steuben); Himmelmann 1975, 30, pls. 21, 22a; Häuber 1991, 187-188 n° 224; La Rocca 1995, 211-212, figs. 9-11; Veyne et al.
1995, 45-46; Bell 2004, 1, 203-208; 2, 54 n° 7.14. However, the head is not mentioned or illustrated in the most recent literature on the museum’s
collections: Bertoletti et al. 1999.
19. Caetanni Lovatelli 1880, 165 (“unica”; “rarissime”); also Bocconi 1914, 135 (“molto rare”).
20. A portrait herm found in the sacellum Herculis which depicts a teenage boy and is traditionally identified as a charioteer cannot be
securely identified as such, as he lacks fasciae; see Giuliano 1987, 169-170 n° R129, fig. R129 (B. Di Leo).
21. For instance, already in 1864 (i.e. before the portrait’s discovery), Garrucci noted that “Rarissimo è il trovarsi monumenti, che figurino
aurighi circensi coperti di petaso”; Garrucci 1864, 67 n. 1.
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Charioteer

portraits and statues

Marble and bronze portraits and statuary were a ubiquitous element
in the visual landscape of Rome, but largely a preserve of the ruling
classes22. By contrast, most charioteers were of servile origin who, like other
entertainers, were tainted with infamia and thus lived on the edges of the
Roman social order23. Yet in spite of their déclassé social and legal status,
they were not barred from using this elite form of commemoration. Indeed,
honorific and funerary inscriptions record commissions by these athletes,
their family members, and other parties, such as fans, while literary sources
speak of how their likenesses blanketed Rome (and perhaps other cities)24.
Martial speaks of Scorpus’ “golden nose” (aureus nasus), probably referring
to a gilded statue set up at the Circus Maximus,25 while Galen describes the
display of charioteer statues “alongside the images of the gods”, suggesting
their display in close vicinity to temples26. Lucian writes of “the uproar of
the city … the races, the statues of the drivers, the names of the horses, and
the conversations in the streets about these matters”27.

||

Given the apparent ubiquity of such images in Rome and their
erection elsewhere in the empire, it is remarkable that so few examples
Fig. 3. Headless marble bust of a charioteer. Budapest,
survive. That is, less than twenty examples of charioteer portraits and statues
Musée des Beaux-Arts, inv. 4811 (Forschungsarchiv für
exist and, in most cases, their findspots are unknown, further problematising
Antike Plastik, Cologne, Negative Nr. 3235/8366).
their classification as honorific or funerary. The only honorific portraits of
charioteers with well-documented find contexts belong to a group of herms
that were found together in the sacellum Herculis in Trastevere. While these
herms provide us with a remarkably well-preserved and highly varied selection for analysing this genre of portraiture, only
four of the seven can be positively identified as charioteers on the basis of their costume (none have extant inscriptions)28.
Otherwise, there is only one other bust, discovered in Rome and probably of Gallienic date, that is identifiably a charioteer
and most likely honorific in function29.
Most other works are in fragmentary condition, including a headless bust (fig. 3)30 and the sections of two statues31.
Among the latter is perhaps the best-known representation of a charioteer, a statue now in the Vatican Museums, which has
undergone such extensive restoration as to make it largely unreliable (only its torso can be said to be original). Several other
portraits, statues and fragments may represent charioteers, but these cannot be classified as such with absolute certainty32.
Most notable among these is a well-preserved, over life-size marble statue, discovered in 1981 in a necropolis at Carthage,
which has been identified by some as a charioteer and others as a sparsor, or circus functionary33.

22. On Roman statuary see Stewart 2004, with full literature.
23. On entertainers and infamia in general, see Edwards 1997; on charioteers in particular, see Horsmann 1998.
24. Our information is less forthcoming for dedications outside Rome, but this practice was clearly not a contained phenomenon. A
statue base from Teanum Sidicinum, for instance, records the dedication of a bronze statue for M. Aurelius Liber by the city council there: CIL,
X, 617; Horsmann 1998, 243-246 n° 119.
25. Mart., Ep., 5.25.9-10: quam non sensuro dare quadringenta caballo, / aureus ut Scorpi nasus ubique micet? A marble base inscribed
“NICA SCORPE”, discovered at Valomonte (outside Rome), was likely also intended for a statue of this charioteer: Granino Cecere 1999-2000,
420-423 with fig. 4.
26. Gal., de Praecogn. 1.13 (CMG, V, 8.1, p. 72 = XIV, p. 604 Kühn). See further Johnston 2006.
27. Lucian, Nigr., 29.1: ... τὸν ἱππόδρομον καὶ τὰς τῶν ἡνιόχων εἰκόνας καὶ τὰ τῶν ἵππων ὀνόματα καὶ τοὺς ἐν τοῖς στενωποῖς περὶ τούτων διαλόγους
(trans. A.M. Harmon).
28. See further Nista 1991 and Bell 2004, 2, 40 n° 7.1-7.7, with full bibliography. In addition, Jean-Charles Balty has suggested that two
other portraits originally belonged to this context: Balty 1983a and 1990.
29. Giuliano 1979, 1.1, 306-308 n° 184, fig. 184 (E. Talamo).
30. Now in Budapest: Hekler 1929, 133.
31. Statue base, now in Sousse: de Chaisemartin 1987, 42–3 n° 35, pl. 35: statue torso, now in the Vatican: Schöne 1903.
32. See Bell 2004, 1, 185-244; 2, 40-69.
33. Charioteer: Veyne et al. 1995; Sparsor: Thuillier 1999b.
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Problems of identification
The lacunose nature of the evidence is a besetting problem for the
study of these works: the lack of a large sample of well-preserved examples
has hampered even the most rudimentary level of analysis, their typological
classification. Despite this, the charioteer’s customary dress and characteristic
set of attributes is fairly consistent within this small corpus, as it is in other
artistic media: two layers of dress, including a long-sleeved shirt (sometimes
with embroidery on the sleeves) and tight-fitting leggings and, worn over
the top, a very short tunic in the colour of the faction; fascia pectoralis, the
leather thongs that wrap around their upper bodies in a criss-cross pattern
(fig. 3-5); fascia cruralis, the leather strips or cloth bandaging wrapped
around their legs; a metal or leather helmet, round or lozenge-like in shape,
that has a chin strap and thick brim that turns up at the back (fig. 1, 4); and
various hand-held objects, such as reins, a whip, crown and amphora34.
Leather corselets (fasciae) are by far the most characteristic aspect of their
iconography and thus the most reliable tool used in their identification. For
instance, the criss-cross lacing seen on four of the herms in the sacellum
Herculis are the single criterion by which they can be distinguished securely
as charioteers (fig. 5). By contrast, the three other herms from this group,
such as the portrait of a young man (fig. 6), cannot be classified as aurigae
since they wear mantles and lack fasciae.
The identification of portraits is admittedly made the more difficult
by the compressed nature of the medium, whereby only selected parts of
the body are shown (and thus not all of the bodily costume). As a result,
some scholars have adopted other, superficial criteria in their identification
of these works, such as countenance or physiognomy, or have been misled
by the forms of their headgear. A good example of both these problems
is provided by a marble portrait of a bearded man, 30-50 years old, who

||Fig. 4. Detail of a Charioteer on a Funerary Relief. Vatican

City, Vatican Museums, inv. n° 9556. (Forschungsarchiv für
Antike Plastik, Cologne, Negative Nr. 2208/08//21597,4).

||Fig. 5. Herm from the sanctuary of Hercules

Cubans, Rome. Rome, Museo Nazionale
Romano, Inv. n° 310 (Forschungsarchiv für
Antike Plastik, Cologne, Negative Nr. 72.614).

||Fig. 6. Herm from the sanctuary of Hercules

Cubans, Rome. Rome, Museo Nazionale
Romano, Inv. n° 276 (Forschungsarchiv für
Antike Plastik, Cologne, Negative Nr. 72.602).

34. Humphrey 1986, 496 (s.v. “charioteer’s costume”). See also the brief studies of Schöne 1903 and Thuillier 1999a.
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wears a skullcap (fig. 7). On the basis of suggested parallels
between his intense expression and distinctive cap to those of
charioteers, the portrait was identified as an auriga by a number
of scholars at the Louvre, where this work is now conserved35.
This label has stuck and led to its widespread (mis)interpretation
as a genuine example of a charioteer, despite clear evidence
to the contrary36.
First, the cap: in the museum catalogue entry for this
work, de Kersauson states that “le casque du portrait du Louvre
n’est pas une représentation isolée”; however, the only parallel
she offers is to that of a soldier, not a charioteer37. She reasons
that the figure’s cap is made of leather, like a soldier’s, but serves
here as protection against a fall from the chariot rather than the
blows of a sword. However, even a cursory glance suggests its
ceremonial function: the skullcap depicted would hardly have
offered much in the way of protection to the charioteer wearing
it, if indeed it stayed on at all during a race38. Nor does its
design –a brow band, nape cover, four-sectioned centrepiece
(all of which appears to form a tutulus) and a mortise drilled
at the crown (which seems to have held an apex)– find any
parallel among the known representations of charioteers. This
headgear is, however, very similar to that on the portrait of a
flamen Martialis, now in Plasencia, and on other sculptural
representations of these priestly officers39. Thus, while general
similarities in the headgear of professions as varied as priests,
pankratiasts and charioteers do exist, making it difficult at times
to discern between them,40 the cap on the Louvre “charioteer”
is far from ambiguous.

||Fig. 7. Portrait of a flamen Martialis, previously identified as a

charioteer. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Inv. MA 341. (Art Resource).

The governing assumption (and primary flaw) of de
Kersauson’s interpretation –that portraits of charioteers would
necessarily include helmets– deserves further comment here.
For there is a lingering belief in the literature that these portraits
and statues, such as the Vatican charioteer (now missing its
original head), were always represented with helmets41. But a
survey of all preserved representations of charioteers carved inthe-round demonstrates that none is depicted with a helmet42.
Because the corpus is so small, scattered and fragmentary, there
are likely to be exceptions to this general statement43. Indeed,
one is reminded of Fullerton’s warning, issued in a different
context (the study of Roman togate statues in Greece), that
“we may be dealing here with a corpus of material that is so

35. Landes 1990, 322-323 n° 76 (F. Baratte), with earlier literature; he was first thought to represent a barbarian prince.
36. Most recently, see Thomas 2001, 520, who forcefully remarks that “aufgrund der markanten Gesichtszüge kann kein Zweifel daran
bestehen, daß ein bestimmter siegreicher Wagenlenker dargestellt ist”.
37. de Kersauson 1996, 496 n° 235. Cf. Balty 1983, 314, who similarly offers no parallels for his identification: “mais c’est un aurige aussi,
non un Salien, que désigne le haut casque rembourré de la tête du Louvre”.
38. A practical (if obvious) observation already made by Seyrig 1974, 317, but ignored by others.
39. Schäfer 1980, 357 with n. 63; Marcks 2001, 163, 192-197 n° 11, 208, pls. 31-32. This argument is developed more fully elsewhere: Bell
forthcoming a.
40. On headgear generally, see Eckstein 1956.
41. E.g. Thuillier 1999a, 207 n. 8, citing the opinions of W. Helbig.
42. For a full catalogue of examples, see Bell 2004, 1, 185-244.
43. E.g. an over life-size portrait of a charioteer (originally part of a sarcophagus) now in the Villa Albani, Rome, wears a victory wreath
over his hair (which is also visible); see further Schauenburg 1995, 86-87 n° 108, pl. 39.4; Bol 1998, 465-468 n° 944, pls. 221-223 (C. Reinsberg);
Rumscheid 1998, 175-176 n° 128, also with a full catalogue of examples of victory wreaths. In addition, a now-lost graffito depicts a bust of a
charioteer, apparently with a helmet: Langner 2001, cat. n° 209 with illustration.
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small and diverse that it is all but impossible to squeeze too many conclusions from it”44. That said, these images exhibit
a remarkable degree of fidelity in their details across artistic media. As a consequence, I would argue that fasciae were
considered to be a sufficient marker of a charioteer’s livelihood, rendering helmets of less significance in life-size portrait
representations45. Even in portrait depictions where the helmet is included, such as in reliefs and on medallions, it is worth
noting that the helmet is represented independent of the charioteer, suspended in air (sometimes held by a company of
Erotes), and not on his head.
The decision not to depict charioteers with this important and iconic element of their gear can be explained by
Romans’ view of their hairstyles as significant components of their self-image46. While the centrality of the head to a subject’s
expression of its identity is well-recognized in the study of Roman portraiture, especially as distinct from its body47, hairstyles
play an important (if often undervalued) role in that process. As Richard Brilliant notes, men’s and women’s hairstyles were
“significant bearers of meaning, a highly visible way of delivering political, ideological, or cultural messages”48. In this
way, hairstyles are understood as something of equal or greater importance to their costume or dress and which any form
of covering (e.g. a veil, helmet) might detract from49. That the portraits commissioned by charioteers operate according
to the same principle is suggested by, for instance, the highly stylized manner (curled hair, side burns, and wispy beards)
of the portrait herms from the sacellum of Hercules Cubans. The individuals depicted in these portraits are made clearly
distinguishable from one another through the depiction of their ages, facial features and expressions, but it is above all the
contrast between their manicured, “modish features”50 that sets them so distinctly apart: that is, the crested coiffure (coma in
gradus formata) on one (fig. 5)51, for instance, or the comma-shaped locks on another (fig. 6)52, both of which reflect the
period styles of the imperial house. By contrast, charioteers depicted in narrative scenes, such as the figure on the funerary
relief now in the Vatican Museums, are helmeted (fig. 4)53. In static, portrait representations of these athletes, then, the
balance of the evidence suggests a clear emphasis upon hairstyles over headgear. It is therefore reasonable to assume that,
if the Louvre portrait had in fact represented a charioteer, he most likely would not have been shown wearing a helmet.
Second, the expression: de Kersauson’s primary argument for identifying the Louvre portrait as a charioteer rests
on the putative stylistic and physiognomic connection that she sees to two other works, particularly in their “semblable
expression de provocation”54. Ironically, Henri Seyrig argued against interpreting the Louvre portrait as a charioteer on
the very basis of its countenance, one which he characterized as dour and thus inconsistent with that of a victorious circus
champion55. Seyrig also thought (incorrectly) that the work was misidentified since the figure’s age made him too old to be
a sporting hero56. The larger lesson to be drawn here, then, is that there is no common countenance, be it “victorious” or
“provocative”, that defines the portraits of charioteers. The mental state of one subject, insofar as we subjectively experience
it, clearly cannot lend itself to wider application as an objective category of identification and analysis.
We can be similarly skeptical of the attempt made by Jean-Charles Balty to identify the Louvre portrait with three
other portraits as “charioteers”, all dated to the third century, on the basis of a set of somatic features which they are said
to share in57. Balty discusses the portraits in the context of his wider study about “style et facture”; that is, how particular
manufacturing techniques carried over into the output of successive generations of workshops in a way that traditional
stylistic histories have failed to account for. In particular, he argues that similarities in the physiognomic features of the four
portraits indicate that they share in a common model, a kinship that he believes outweighs perceived differences between

44. Fullerton 2000, 514.
45. Portrait images in other media also support this thesis, including a grave altar at Princeton: Padgett 2001, 52-55 n° 12 with figs. [B.
de Maria]; cf. also a lamp in Berlin: Köhne and Ewigleben 2002, 135 n° 152, fig. 152.
46. Cf. Schäfer 1979, 363 ff., especially p. 365, where he discusses the relationship between helmets and hairstyles; also Reinsberg, who
notes the way in which the wearing of a cap might take away from the expressive potential of the portrait (Bol 1998, 467 [C. Reinsberg]).
47. E.g. Stewart 2003, 47 ff. on heads and bodies.
48. Brilliant 1993, 305.
49. For comparison, note Olson’s observation that, given the nearly total absence of veils on portraits busts of women, the subjects must
have sought to showcase their lavish hairstyles to their viewers; Olson 2002, 391.
50. Smith 1998, 89, who places these portraits within the new aesthetic that develops under Nero.
51. Giuliano 1987, 166-167 n° R126, fig. R126 (B. Di Leo) [Neronian].
52. Giuliano 1987, 171-172 n° R130, fig. R130 (B. Di Leo) [Domitianic].
53. Sinn 1991, 37-39 n° 14, figs. 35-39.
54. de Kersauson 1996, 496 n° 235: “l’un [portrait], daté de l’époque d’Hadrien, l’autre, plus proche par la date du portrait que nous
étudions, présente avec l’effigie du Louvre des affinités de style, mais aussi, dans la physionomie, une semblable expression de provocation”.
55. Seyrig 1974, 317: “L’âge du porteur, déjà, paraît élevé pour un champion sportif, et l’expression pensive, quelque peu distante, de ce
personnage raffiné n’est guère non plus celle qu’on attendrait chez un vainqueur à la course, occupé des acclamations du cirque”.
56. This view is discredited by one of the charioteer herms from Trastevere, which is noticeably older than the subject of the Louvre
portrait (Giuliano 1987, 159-160 n° R115, fig. R115 [B. Di Leo]), as well as by any number of inscriptions.
57. Balty 1983b, especially 312-314, with figs. 17-20.
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them in style or date58. In the case of two of the portraits under discussion, one in the Louvre (fig. 7) and another in the
Museo Nazionale alle Terme, Balty concludes that they must depict the same individual because of their strongly similar
features.
But there are significant problems with this approach. For instance, only one of the four portraits discussed possesses
any identifying marks of its trade59. The headgear on the Louvre portrait is not, as noted above, consistent with that of a
charioteer; only that of the head in the MNR Terme is. This demonstrates that the physiognomic resemblances that exist
between some portraits, while in some cases remarkably strong, do not necessarily signal membership within the same
social class or group (e.g. a charioteer and priest)60. As a result, it is unlikely that we can use such an approach to isolate
any one charioteer “period face”, in the third century or in any other period, for the purpose of identifying other portraits
of this kind.
While Balty’s study raises important questions about the classification of portraits according to manufacture rather
than style61, his analysis ultimately suffers from problems similar to de Kersauson’s and others. That is, rather than securely
identifying details particular to their genre, such as fasciae and the lack of helmets, he and others rely upon with criteria
which prove by turns superficial (countenance and somatic features) and misleading (headgear). Such approaches are clearly
influenced in part by contemporary assumptions about how a sport celebrity and, specifically, the face of victory ought to
appear. Many of these same misconceptions and oversights can be seen deeply embedded in the scholarship concerning
the head now in the Musei Capitolini alla Centrale Montemartini.

The Montemartini

head

Condition and Description
The head was found in March 1880 in the vineyard of the convent of San Antonio on the Esquiline hill (in the area
of the Horti Lamiani and the Horti of Maecenas). Discovered in a fragmentary condition, it has undergone repair and
restoration62. The head is made of Greek marble, and bears traces of gold as well as red patination63. It is life-sized (0.233 m
high) and depicts a boy wearing a tight-fitting cap (fig. 2, 8, 9, 12). The cap appears to have been attached with a strap
(which runs downward from below his left ear), but there is no trace of the strap running beneath his chin or joining to
the opposite side. Thick snail-curls jut out from his helmet and frame his forehead while a short fringe runs along at the
back of his head (on the left side only). His head gently tilts to the right side so that his neck appears almost to rest on his
shoulder, obscuring the curls on that side. The helmet wraps around his ears, leaving them bare. His eyes are deep-set;
the eye sockets appear to be roughly worked and nearly flat. The mouth is unfinished at the ends. His brows, cheeks and
mouth are fleshy, consistent with a young boy’s.

Identification
In an article published the same year as its discovery, Ersilia Caetanni Lovatelli argued that the helmet, expression
and ethnicity of the head supported his identification as a portrait of a charioteer 64. In arguing her first point, Caetanni
Lovatelli discussed the boy’s helmet in the context of related representations. Here she describes two types of helmets for
charioteers: the first one is adorned, either by two small lateral wings or by the plume of a feather, as seen on each of the
four figures in the well-known mosaic emblemmata from Baccano (now in the Museo Nazionale Romano); the second is
a simple, unadorned type65. According to her, the second type is more commonly represented and it is this type that can
be seen on the Montemartini head. She cites for comparison the helmet belonging to the life-size portrait of a charioteer

58. Zeitgesicht is Balty’s own term (1983b, 312).
59. This is a portrait of Gallienic date now in the Museo Nazionale alle Terme, cited above (see n. 23).
60. I am not arguing against the validity of the concept of the “period-face” generally, but only as it has been applied to the material in
the particular case of charioteers. That said, the Zeitgesicht approach is not without its problems; see now D’Ambra 2005, esp. 202 ff.
61. These issues have been taken up increasingly in the literature since his publication, as in work by Fejfer 1999 and Smith 2002.
62. The top of the head split off in a roughly diagonal break that is visible in another photograph of the head (not published here: DAI-R
neg. n° 599.1522) before it was plastered together. There is a small chunk missing on the left side of the rear of the head (i.e. the helmet). The
original marble is also missing from the left cheek, the back of the head, the right ear (the back of the lobe), and the left ear (the upper lobe).
The point of the nose is restored. The surface is abraded.
63. The red patination appears along the front row of curls, in a fleck on his left eye, and in two clumps over the eyes. To my knowledge,
the head has not undergone isotopic analysis.
64. Caetanni Lovatelli 1880, 163.
65. Caetanni Lovatelli 1880, 165.
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||Fig. 8-9. Marble head of a youth, said to be a charioteer, in side profile. Rome, Musei Capitolini alla Centrale Montemartini, Sala Macchine II.41.
(Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Rome. Negative Nr. 57.1508-10).

on a third century sarcophagus of the lenos type, now in the Villa Albani66. The subject is seen holding his whip aloft in
his right hand and the reins in his left hand, while two amorini appear suspended in mid-air holding what she (falsely)
interprets to be his helmet.
Her second point concerns the boy’s facial expression, which she believes offers further support for his identification.
She argues that his state of mind can be read from what she characterises as his “proud and resolute scowl”, “intense
gaze”, and breathless expression, seen by his slightly-opened mouth67. These traits relay his competitive spirit, such as his
emotional intensity and his “audacious thirst” for the palm68. She concludes that this expression is consistent with that of
one who is in the midst of a competition and that, in its original context, his head may have been joined to a body shown
in the act of racing.
Caetanni Lovatelli makes one other point concerning the boy’s identification: his ethnicity. She suggests that the head’s
thick curly hair, short flattish nose, and slightly protruding lips indicate that that the subject of the portrait was probably of
African extraction. She also cites the figure’s delicate, tender features in placing his age at fourteen years old. As comparison,

66. As mentioned above, n. 37.
67. By comparison, Hemingway 2004, 108, interprets the slightly open mouth of the Artemision jockey differently, as “most likely
indicating speech. He is probably urging the horse on verbally, as well as by means of his legs, or he may be proclaiming victory as he looks
back at his competitors”.
68. Caetanni Lovatelli 1880, 166: “Il cipiglio altero e risoluto, lo sguardo intenso e fisso verso un punto che gli sta dinanzi, e la bocca
semi aperta, quasi che a stento ne rattenga il respiro, manifestano abbastanza e la commozione dell’animo, e l’ardimentosa brama di conseguir la
vittoria”.
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she cites the funerary inscription of Crescens, who was also both African (natione Maurus) and an adolescent (thirteen
years old) when he began racing as an agitator69. Caetanni Lovatelli hypothesises that the subject was a foreigner who
came to Rome while still a boy, in search of greatness and wealth, but who showed himself, like Crescens, to be more than
equal to the task70. As a consequence of his early and remarkable success, he was accorded the extraordinary honour of
a life-sized statue (of which only the head now survives) at the start of his career. The traces of patination preserved on it
demonstrate that, similar to the works erected to honour Flavius Scorpus and other heroes of the race course, his head –if
not his entire statue– was gilded. She assigns the work a date not later than the second century A.D., the period in which
the practice of commemorating charioteers in statuary is said by her to have peaked71.
A number of scholars have discussed this head since Caetanni’s original publication, the majority in entries to
early twentieth century catalogues of the collections of the Capitoline museums, where the head was formerly conserved.
Three issues are of concern in their work: first, the head’s date; second, its helmet; and third, its expression. While there
is little consensus about the first item, there is little disagreement with Caetanni Lovatelli’s views concerning the second
and third.
The dating of the head varies widely, although all of the authors would support Caetanni Lovatelli’s suggestion
that it is not later than the second century A.D. Von Steuben believes that the work’s “sympathetic realism” indicates that
it is a product of the Republican period72. Stuart Jones refers to it as “good work of the first century A.D.”, but offers no
clarification for his reasoning73.
As for the head’s identification, von Steuben suggests that the style of the boy’s headgear could indicate that he is
either a pankratiast or a charioteer. However, given that he appears too young to be a pankratiast and that chariot racing
is visualised as a child’s sport elsewhere in Roman art (e.g. sarcophagi), he interprets him instead as a “Circuskutscher”.
(Even so, he entitles his catalogue entry for the head vaguely: “Knabenkopf mit Lederkappe”)74. Helbig and Stuart Jones
are less precise in the grounds for their identifications, the former stating simply that the helmet-shaped cap is consistent
with that of an agitator75.
In regard to the boy’s expression, Bocconi’s catalogue entry largely reproduces Caetanni Lovatelli’s arguments
about this work, which he refers to as an “auriga giovinetto”76. He uses language that resembles hers in his discussion of
the boy’s countenance, one which reflects the youth’s “desidera ardentemente di conseguire la vittoria” 77. This reading is
echoed by von Steuben, who sees in the boy’s squint his struggle to see through the dust of the racetrack78. His small,
deep-set eyes and half-opened mouth are said to reveal his zeal, speed and concentration. Much like the others, Veyne,
Beschaouch and Ennabli interpret the boy’s parted lips as expressive of his spirit and concentration as a competitor 79.
Only Häuber, in her dissertation on the finds from the horti on the Esquiline hill, has questioned the security of the head’s
identity80. The issues that she raises, largely of a technical nature, are best considered as part of a full re-evaluation of the
evidence about the head.

69. Cf. Caetanni Lovatelli 1878. See also Mommsen 1913, 8, 384-390.
70. On charioteers of foreign extraction in Rome see further Noy 2000.
71. Caetanni Lovatelli 1880, 166.
72. Helbig 1963, 2, 289 n° 1463 (H. von Steuben).
73. Stuart Jones 1926, 123.
74. Helbig 1963, 2, 289 n° 1463 (H. von Steuben).
75. Helbig 1895, 1, p. 447 n° 605; Stuart Jones 1926, 122-123 n° 84.
76. Bocconi 1914, 135.
77. Bocconi 1914, 135. Cf. Caetanni Lovatelli 1880, 166: “l’ardimentosa brama di conseguir la vittoria”.
78. Helbig 1963, 2, 289 n° 1463 (H. von Steuben): “ja man meint dem Gesicht den Widerstand gegen den Staub der Rennbahn
anzusehen”.
79. Veyne 1995, 45-46: “Au musée des Conservateurs, une tête de jeune aurige casqué de cuir trahit, par sa bouche entrouverte, toute la
vivacité et la concentration du combattant qu’il fut”.
80. Häuber 1991, 187-188 n° 224.
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Athlete

As we have seen, Caetanni Lovatelli’s identification hangs primarily on two criteria, the style of the helmet and the
facial expression of the figure, together with a more speculative thesis, concerning the subject’s ethnicity81. There are a
number of larger issues which require addressing, including her flawed understanding of the commemorative practices of
charioteers generally82. However, the present discussion will focus on four technical points that weigh against the head’s
accepted identification: pose, helmet, hairstyle, and facial expression.

Pose
In the photographs accompanying Caetanni Lovatelli’s
report of its discovery and in its current display in the museum,
the head is tilted in such a way that it sits level to the viewer’s
gaze. This gives the false impression that it would also have
sat level when anchored in its now-lost body. But the angle
of the neck indicates that this is incorrect (fig. 2). This can
particularly be seen by the shoulder fragment preserved on the
right side, which rises to just below the ear (fig. 9), whereas
the greater part of the neck on the left side is exposed (fig. 8).
In addition, the head averts to the right so that the left side of
the face comes forward.
Häuber compares this pose with that on the well-known
bronze statue of a child jockey recovered, together with a
horse, off the coast of Cape Artemision and now on display
in the National Museum at Athens (fig. 10)83. In particular,
she observes that the left shoulder of the Montemartini head
rises much higher than that on the Athens jockey. Unlike the
latter, whose right arm is withdrawn in his act of spurring
his horse, the Montemartini figure appears to have adopted a
different, stationary pose. Häuber concludes that the head does
not belong to a “fanciullo auriga”, but instead to a figure of
unknown identity. La Rocca, on the other hand, suggests that
while the figure may not be faithful to the Artemision statue, it
still could have depicted a jockey84. That is, the Montemartini
figure might be imagined as either seen mid-race, his head
turned sideward as he grasps the reins in concentration, or
as fallen in a crash, seen along the racetrack at a moment of
pain and humiliation. La Rocca concedes, however, that his
interpretations are ultimately only speculation as nothing can
be concluded definitively on the basis of the available evidence.
That the head’s pose may more logically be explained by its
interpretation as something other than a charioteer, namely an
athlete (discussed below), has gone unexplored.

||Fig. 10. Bronze head of a boy jockey. From near the Cape of Artemision.

Middle of the 2nd century B.C. National Archaeological Museum, Athens.
(Bildarchiv Foto Marburg, Archivnr. 134.993).

81. Caetanni Lovatelli’s speculation about the subject’s ethnic origin is unwarranted and need not be addressed here. However, I suspect
her interest originates from her publication of another monument, the altar of Crescens: see Caetanni Lovatelli 1878, and Nicotra 2004, 29-46,
especially 34-35.
82. For instance, while epigraphic sources record the remarkable successes of some charioteers as youths (e.g. Crescens), they do not
explain why a boy would be commemorated with a life-size statue at the start of his career, as Caetanni Lovatelli holds. The explanation of the
head as belonging to a funerary statue (following Häuber 1991, 188), perhaps for an athlete who died as a child, would seem more logical but
still seems forced.
83. See further Hemingway 2004.
84. La Rocca 1995, 211-212.
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Helmet
There are two aspects to the head that help to clarify its likely origins: the style of helmet and the boy’s facial
expression. Caetanni Lovatelli’s first argument was that the helmet worn by the boy is consistent with that of a Roman
charioteer85. She bases this identification upon the putative resemblance between the helmet on the Montemartini head and
that on the over life-size figure of a charioteer on a third-century sarcophagus now in the Villa Albani, her sole example86.
But the forms of these objects are not identical, or even of the same general type: the “helmet” belonging to the Villa Albani
charioteer is in fact a prize crown87 and has raised decoration, is oval in shape and has a pronounced brim; that belonging
to the Montemartini “auriga” is completely unadorned, comes to a triangular point at the forehead, and has no raised brim.
The standard type of helmet –lozenge or rounded in shape with a strap and thick brim turned up at the back– is more
accurately depicted in numerous works of funerary sculpture, including the child’s sarcophagus (fig. 1) and adult’s tomb
relief (fig. 4) discussed above. Thus, while Caetanni Lovatelli is correct in stating that variations do exist in the designs of
these helmets (e.g. the addition of plumes in some mosaic representations), she is mistaken in describing the Montemartini
head as representative of the standard type. Furthermore, while she was convinced of the portrait’s identity on the basis of
the helmet, it is clear that other scholars, such as von Steuben, were less so88.

Hairstyle
In addition to uncertainty about the design of the cap, there are questions about why this figure would be shown
wearing one. As discussed above, none of the extant life-size portraits wears headgear, while their hairstyles reflect the period
styles of the imperial house. Portraits of children and adolescents were subject to the same influences as those on adults,
and it would be highly unlikely for a private commission not to take its cue from official imagery as well89. If charioteer
portraits also exhibit a fidelity to imperial models, then why does the “fanciullo auriga” wear a helmet? To be sure, some of
his hair is visible, but only that which juts out from underneath his cap. This detail is telling, for the combination of helmet
and hairstyle has no known parallels within the corpus of these portraits.

Facial expression
A final consideration is the boy’s countenance, which scholars have found of interest on two counts. First, beginning
with Caetanni Lovatelli, they have interpreted his look of concentration, his “steady eye” and “confident expression”, as
characteristic of a Roman charioteer’s and thus positive support for his identification as such90. This is little different from
Seyrig’s approach, discussed earlier, where he ruled that the Louvre head’s “thoughtful and somewhat distant expression”
was inconsistent with that of a victorious charioteer’s. Such approaches find acceptance in even the most recent studies of
the Montemartini head91. But in treating the figure’s countenance as evidence not only for his state of mind but also his
profession, we are converting speculation into fact: for while this head (fig. 2) may wear an expression that is evocative
(to some) of an auriga mid-race, other portraits (fig. 5) may adopt a contrasting demeanour.
Doubts about the accuracy of identifying the head on the basis of its facial expression find further support when we
consider the Hellenistic elements of its imagery. Several scholars have posited a link between the style of the head and that
of the master sculptor Skopas. Stuart Jones, for instance, noted that the characteristic features of the two heads discovered
at Tegea and commonly attributed to Skopas find many parallels in the physiognomy and expression of the Montemartini
head: the flat, liquid eyes; the deep-set eye sockets; the prominent brow; the parted, protruding lips; and an overall sense
of eagerness or anticipation92. One might add to this list the rounded contour of the face and the tight, circular bunches
85. Cf. Helbig 1895, 1, 447 n° 605; Stuart Jones 1926, 123.
86. In the author’s defence, the range of material available to her at the time of writing (1880) was greatly limited. That is, none of the
portraits discussed here was known to Caetanni Lovatelli at this point, including the herms from Trastevere (discovered in 1889) and the Gallienic
head from near the Piazza della Chiesa Nuova (found in 1934). In addition, the well-known statue of a charioteer now in the Salla della Biga,
Vatican Museums, is missing its original head and is thus of no comparative value, a fact noted by the author herself (Caetanni Lovatelli 1880, 165).
This limited sample of comparative material explains her reliance upon what was surely the only large-scale sculptural representation known at
that time, the Villa Albani sarcophagus.
87. Salzmann 1998, 92-93, fig. 9.
88. In his entry discussing the head, which he generically classifies as a “Knabenkopf mit Lederkappe”, he initially considers its
identification as either a pankratiast or a charioteer: Helbig 1963, 2, 289 n° 1463 (H. von Steuben). Interestingly, it is the age of the figure (and
not the form of his cap) that persuades him that the youth must be a charioteer.
89. Cf. Fittschen 1988, 303.
90. See, e.g., Helbig 1895, 1, 447 n° 605, and the discussion above.
91. Veyne et al. 1995, 45-46.
92. Stuart Jones 1926, 122 n° 84.
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of hair93. Nor would this be the first example of an image of a “charioteer” who has been suggested to be the work of
Skopas or his school: the frieze of a chariot race on the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus has been attributed to the artist on
the basis of the physiognomy of the charioteers94. Others have posited a connection between the Montemartini head and
the Castellani Spinario, now in the British Museum 95, or to the two sons of Laocöon in that famous genre group, now in
the Vatican Museums96. In the case of the latter example, La Rocca uses the perceived stylistic similarities between the
Montemartini head and this canonical statuary group in order to connect the “auriga” to the circle of the so-called “Rhodian
School” at Rome.
The larger issues surrounding the debate over Roman replications of Greek “originals” lie outside the remit of the
present study97. However, the head’s quotation of a fourth century style has clear implications for its identification, even
if they have traditionally gone overlooked. For instance, Stuart Jones and, more recently, Veyne, Beschaouch and Ennabli,
all take note of the head’s Hellenic inheritance while also treating the head as that of a Roman charioteer. Yet they fail
to interrogate the problems that this kinship raises: what was the advantage of copying fourth-century forms as opposed
to imitating the period styles of the imperial house? Why are there no other examples of charioteers whose sculptural
commissions consciously quote earlier Greek works? Only one portrait would appear to exhibit a similarly strong Greek
influence, but it cannot be said to be as wholly indebted to this tradition as the Montemartini head (nor has it been securely
identified as a charioteer). This portrait, a herm from the sanctuary of Hercules Cubans (fig. 6), has been seen as more
firmly planted within the Greek, rather than the Roman, artistic tradition on account of its delicate features, hairstyle and
tunic. But it is still recognisably a portrait of a particular individual, and its short, crimped fringe of S-shaped locks imitates
Domitianic style. By contrast, the Montemartini head’s lack of portrait features, its blank gaze, and its fidelity to a fourth
century Greek (and not a Roman imperial) period style strongly favour its explanation as either an original Greek work or
a Roman creation in the style of a Hellenic model.

Reattribution
While the grounds for reassigning the Montemartini head are numerous and substantial, a firm reattribution has
eluded those few who have questioned its traditional identification. Von Steuben was the first to suggest the head’s
interpretation as an athlete, but discounted it on account of the boy’s age (which he thought too young for a pankratiast)
and his countenance and headgear (which he thought more consistent with a charioteer’s). The lack of foundation for the
latter argument has been outlined already above. Furthermore, epigraphic and literary evidence documents that, during
the Classical and Hellenistic periods, teenage boys did indeed participate in combat sports. While we cannot definitively
fix the boy’s age at fourteen (as Caetanni Lovatelli estimated it to be)98, we can be reasonably sure that it falls between
twelve and fifteen, a range which places him within the youngest age group of competitors99.
The iconography and style of the head further suggest the head’s identification as that of an athlete. A particularly
useful comparison is provided by the marble statuette of an athlete now in the Metropolitan Museum, New York (fig. 11)100.
Slightly less than half life-size (H. 44.1 cm), the figure is seen standing, his weight trained upon his left leg and his upper
body turned to the left. His head is tilted to the left, his gaze directed upward. His arms are extended outward in a gesture
that indicates he is fastening his headband, which has a chin strap. His headband and “cauliflower” ears indicate that he
was a competitor in one of the combat sports, be it a boxer, wrestler or pankratiast101.

93. Other works depicting youths, such as the head of a boy discovered at Sparta and identified as a youthful Herakles, have been argued
to display Skopaic traits: e.g. Bates 1909, 155. On Skopas’ style generally, see Stewart 1977, especially 113 ff.
94. Cook 2005, 17 ff. (on the sculptors), 100 ff. (on the chariot frieze).
95. Himmelmann 1975.
96. La Rocca 1995, esp. 211-212.
97. For a recent discussion of these issues, see the recent issue of Art History (29.2 [2006]) on “replication”, especially the chapters by
J. Trimble and J. Elsner (Trimble & Elsner 2006) and E. Varner (Varner 2006).
98. The absence of a beard, for instance, makes clear that he had not yet attained puberty. On evaluating the ages of children in portraits,
see Goette 1989, especially 459-460.
99. On child athletes: Neils & Oakley 2004. On the age categories of athletes in Greece: Golden 1998, 104 ff.; Petermandl 1997; Pfeijffer
1998; Rome: Thuillier 2002, 264 ff.
100. Richter 1954, 95 n° 184, pl. CXXVIII (with four perspectives); Herrmann & Kondoleon 2004, 105 (with illustrations), 179 n° 71.
101. Unfortunately, the differences between these different types of athletes in Greek art are not always clear; on the misinterpretation of
the iconography of pankratiasts, for instance, see Milavic 2001.
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There are several points of similarity between the two sculptures
(fig. 12). First, the athlete’s tilt of head may offer an explanation for the
similar pose of the Montemartini head: for in turning his head to one side,
the Metropolitan athlete exposes the right side of his neck and shields
the left, a reverse image to that of the head (fig. 8-9). This would suggest
that the Montemartini head might also be depicted in the process of
adjusting his (now-lost?) headband102. Second, the Metropolitan athlete
exhibits “Skopaic” features, including deep-set eyes and snail curls, as
well. The style and manufacture of both works reflect Hellenic tradition:
the statuette is thought to be an original Greek work and date to the
3rd or 2nd century B.C.103, while the head is made of Greek marble and
executed in imitation of Hellenistic styles (if it is not an original Greek
work as well).
Like the Metropolitan athlete, the Montemartini head was not
intended as a particularized portrait. Rather, it must have been belonged
to an idealized statue of an athlete which, like others of this type104,
has been filtered through a Greek idiom. As Ridgway notes, “certain
Roman works derive general, rather than specific, inspiration from Greek
iconography, and therefore go back to a Grundtypus that allows endless
variations within a single group”105. For this reason, we cannot be certain
whether the head is an original Greek work or a Roman copy, and
whether it directly imitates a Skopaic prototype or only loosely recalls
his (or another) school106. That said, the head’s discovery in the area of
the horti Lamiani and horti of Maecenas, the luxurious gardens on the
Esquiline known for their rich statuary groups, strongly recommends
its interpretation as a Roman copy intended for villa consumption107.
Here the statue would be set up alongside individual imperial portraits
as well as mythological genre groups realized in gilded and coloured
marbles, all of them set against a background of painted architectural
facades. Statues of athletes were welcomed into the image repertoire of
these collections even while there was resistance to the institution of the
Greek games themselves at Rome108. Indeed, many of these artworks,
like the competitions that they mirrored, were reworked to suit the tastes
of their Roman consumers. As Newby notes:

||Fig. 11. Small marble statue of an athlete. Greek, Hellenistic, 3

rd

or 2nd century BC. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Rogers Fund, 1917 (17.230.3; Photograph © The Metropolitan
Museum of Art).

Roman appropriations of Greek culture are often characterized
by the adaptation of particular elements to fit Roman needs and desires
... Athletic imagery is no exception. The statues which decorated Roman
villas are notable for their anonymous youthful beauty. Rather than
conjuring up the achievements of specific individual athletes, as did the
Greek originals which they copy or evoke, these statues instead provide
access to a fantasy world of idealized beauty and moral perfection109.

102. Cf. the similarities between the four plates in Richter (1954, pl. CXXVIII) and the illustrations here. This might also explain the bandlike, horizontal striations on the head, particularly on its left side.
103. Richter 1954, 96.
104. On statues of athletes see the monographs by Hyde 1921 [2003] and Rausa 1994, and the various essays in Schivo 2002, La Regina
2003 and Herrmann & Kondoleon 2004.
105. Ridgway 1994, 766.
106. For a recently discovered example, the head of an athlete found at Falerii Novi, see Downes 2005. The idealised features of the face
exhibit an eclectic mixing of styles which, taken together with its context, promote its interpretation as a work of the Roman imperial period but
obscure its precise dating.
107. Context: Häuber 1991, 187. Horti: Cima & La Rocca 1986 and 1995.
108. On statues of athletes in Roman villas: Neudecker 1988, 60-64. On Greek games at Rome: La Regina 2003; Reggiani & Sapelli 2006.
109. Newby 2005, 136 (my emphasis).
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||Fig. 12. Comparison between the head of a youth, said to be a charioteer (fig. 2), and small marble statue of an athlete (fig. 11).
The Montemartini head can be set firmly within the frame of this “fantasy world”, its classical pedigree summoned
by its athletic guise and Skopaic veneer. Thus, regardless of whether it is a Greek work or a Roman recreation, the head
survives today as evidence of the rising tide of Hellenic high culture within “barnyard Latium” (Horace, Ep., 2.1.157: agresti
Latio)110.

Conclusion
For the last century, the Montemartini head has been regarded as precious visual testimony to a category of individual,
the juvenile charioteer, known only through his fleeting mention in the epigraphic record. For Caetanni Lovatelli, the
portrait of this “fanciullo auriga” gave a face to the scores of aspiring charioteers, like Crescens, who had tried their hand
at racing at an early age and were awarded, like Flavius Scorpus, with a gilded portrait. For scholars generally, the head
has served as the only known parallel in portrait sculpture to that small, disparate group of works in funerary sculpture
that commemorate children and teenagers in the guise of charioteers. Unfortunately, this head is not the missing link that
many have taken it to be.
Rather, the misidentification of the Montemartini head is a clear consequence of the lack of a comprehensive study
of charioteer portraits, still among the desiderata of Roman art history. The head’s misinterpretation illustrates how, as a
result of this gap, scholars have set too high store on the celebrity of the charioteer in Roman culture and too little on the
particulars of his representations and their function. While the celebrity of young charioteers like Scorpus, “darling of the
noisy circus”, undeniably spoke with particular force to Roman artists and poets alike, it cannot serve as a reliable criterion
in the analysis of their images. Instead, it is only through the judicious analysis of all their extant representations that we
can detect the misattribution of some, such as this “fanciullo auriga”, and promote the discovery of still others.

110. For the broader picture of Horti in relation to Hellenization: Wallace-Hadrill 1995.
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Postscript
After this chapter was written, I discovered a Roman marble copy of a late Hellenistic head of a boy wearing a sports
cap nearly identical to the head in the Capitoline Museums discussed here. Both heads are recognizably copies after the
same model, thus confirming my thesis that the Montemartini head is a work of ideal sculpture, derived from a Hellenistic
model, and not an individualized portrait. This little-known head, which has been dated to the early second century AD
and is now in the W.P. Chrysler Museum of Art in Norfolk, Virginia, will be published in a forthcoming catalogue under
the editorship of Hans R. Goette.
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